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Openings existed in the earliest hedges because they were needed for cattle and other
farm livestock to move in and out of the field. From the bronze age, openings were also required
for draught oxen and horses with their cultivation implements. Some means of closing an
opening was always necessary to keep animals in or out of the field. Until the 20th century, these
were no more than seven or eight feet wide (2.5m) and much easier to close than today's
gateways of 3.5m - 7m width which have to be big enough to allow modern tractors and
machinery to pass from field to field.

Where there was plenty of growth on the hedges, openings were closed by poles placed
across the opening, reinforced
with freshly cut branches of
thorn. It was only a short step
then to binding the thorn
branches together with small
poles to make hurdles. With the
typical crop rotation being
several years of corn followed by
five to ten years in grass,
depending on the land's fertility,
a more permanent barrier was
required during the periods of
arable. Where there were stone
hedges or Cornish hedges, often
a single-stone wall would be built
across the opening. This was
removed during the grass period,
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the stones being piled on the adjoining hedge tops. In
turf hedge areas, posts were driven into the ground at
0.5m intervals and sturdy branches woven in-and-out
horizontally to make a barrier which would be stock-
proof for several years.

From early times, wooden posts would have
been put in at each side of the opening, and a hurdle
or crude gate hung by hide thong. Later on, the
hurdles became more substantial and hung on iron
hinges, thus becoming gates. At some time, many
centuries ago, farming conditions must have been
such that cutting out and transporting a stone gatepost
was more economical than a wooden post. This was
during a period of settled agriculture when farmers
felt able to plan for many years ahead. Stone posts
may cost more than wooden posts, but last for ever,
instead of only a few years. Often, a suitable lump of
moor-stone cleared from the field was used on the
spot as a substantial gatepost, free of charge.

TEAR AND FEATHERS

In about 1790, there was an innovation which helps to date granite stones in hedges,
gate posts and other uses of split granite. Hitherto granite had been split by the ancient method
of fire-setting, whereby the rock was heated to a high temperature with burning furze faggots and
then had water thrown over it, which caused it to split. Other less effective methods included
water-soaked wooden wedges and cutting with metal chisels. Now granite was split using tear-
and-feathers. An iron rod (jumper) about 2m long and square-pointed at one end with a round
ball shaped into the shaft half
way along its length was lifted
and let fall repeatedly on the
spot where the hole was to be
made. A hundred drops would
usually produce a hole about
65mm deep, depending on how
hard the stone was.

Into each of a row of
holes bored by this jumper were
placed two semi-cylindrical rods
of iron or steel, called "feathers"
the same length as the depth of
the hole. Then a steel wedge
was driven between the flat
sides of the two feathers, which,
if sufficient care had been taken
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Where the eccentric is normal. Moor-stone latch
post in a stone hedge near Pendeen.

Moorstone boulder split by "tear and feathers"



to bore the hole, broke the rock. This wedge was
called a "tearer", often abbreviated to "tear".
Each tearer was driven in in turn, a little at a
time, until each rang out with a clear bell-like
sound; traditionally then each hole was doused
with lime-water, then the stone was left to split
itself in its own time. Holes were also bored into
gateposts, sometimes right though, for the gate
fittings. A two man team - one wielding the
hammer and another turning the borer - might
take three hours or more to drive a hole 500mm
deep, wearing the point of a dozen or more
steels. In a hand-boring contest, 330mm were
bored in hard granite in under seven minutes, at
a striking rate (with the hammers slung fully
round from the shoulder) of 91 per minute.
Machine drilling arrived before 1890 which
drilled holes up to seven times faster at about half
the cost.

SITING OF GATEWAYS

Looking at the landscape today, with so many hedges removed or replaced over the
centuries, the arrangement and position of field gateways is often a clue as to how the

countryside was managed in the
past. Gateways were often sited at
the corner of a field because it was
easier to drive livestock through if
they could only dodge one way; so
the existence of a gate away from a
field corner is often an indication of
the removal of a once adjoining
hedge. There may sometimes be
reasons for siting gateways away
from field corners, particularly since
the introduction of tractor-drawn
machinery, so this idea must be used
with caution. The location of a
long-gone homestead may be
hinted at by an arrangement of
gateways which all lead to a central

point. Removal of hedges usually makes at least one gateway redundant, which is often just left
to grow over with brambles and thorns. Sometimes the stone gateposts are still there, the older
ones allowing for a gate not wider than 9 feet.
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Granite gatepost showing clear drill-marks where the
stone was split.

Redundant gateways with their associated hedges removed as this West
Cornish stock farm changes to arable mono-culture.



Tidy farmers, especially on upland
farms with plenty of stone available, will
build up gateways that are no longer used,
to make a continuous hedge. This care is
usually taken on livestock farms as it
eliminates the weak place where animals
might escape.

BUILDING GATEWAYS

In building a gateway the gate post
should always be set before the hedge end is built. Otherwise in digging the hole for the post, the
setting of the grounders is weakened. In building to a free-standing hedge end, once the post is
set in the grounders across the end of the hedge are laid, avoiding any gap between the new
grounders and the old,and with the base of the grounders butting up to the base of the gatepost.
Starting with the two corners, substantial, solid and squarish stones must be used, then the other
grounders are put in between. Subsequent courses of stone must interlock with the existing
hedge courses, as in repairing a gap (see Cornish Hedges Library papers on repairing Cornish,
stone and turf hedges). As the hedge is built up, the better stone is used for the quoins (corner
stones). This is because the end of the hedge has to support itself and the rest of the hedge.

The end of the hedge should be built to the curved batter just the same as the rest of the
hedge. The gap left by the batter between the upper half of the hedge end and the gatepost is
blocked with several loose stones jammed in. An exception to this practice is where large

boulders have been dug up and set as
huge gateposts, being drilled for the
gate irons. These massive gateposts,
once bedded in properly, are big and
heavy enough to act as permanent
hedge ends and the hedge can be built
right up to the boulder.

If the quoins at the gateway are
built square with the end of the hedge,
vehicles manoeuvring through the gate
are liable to damage them; a better
practice is to build them in rounded
form. The hedge end is built curving in
to the gateway and to the same batter
as the rest of the hedge, with the

grounder butting against the gatepost. The gateway is usually the place where greatest pressure
is put by livestock on the hedge end, so for strength the batter must be kept at the end as well as
on the sides. For the same reason, the hedge end should be rounded, and this also helps to lead
the stock through the gateway without damaging the hedge, and is less likely to be hit by an
implement. A rounded end is easier for a hedger to build, being less dependent on having good
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Solidly-built moor-stone hedge end.

Redundant gateway in a stone hedge filled in traditional fashion
with available clearance stone. Yardstick shows size.



stone than a square hedge end.

In building a gateway to a stone
hedge, it is usually necessary to use small
stones instead of rab as a fill, even
bedding down the stones with a lime
mortar.

Gateposts can sometimes be
done away with by setting gate irons in
the hedge end. For this to be done
effectively, the final metre of the hedge
should be built with clean stone set in
lime-mortar, and special hanging irons
made to bed into the hedge. This is
more often seen in slate country where large enough stone for hedge-end stability may be hard to
come by.

Great care should be taken in the
siting of gateways, bearing in mind the need
for ease of approach, use all round the year
and to accommodate changes in tractors
and implements, crop rotations and breeds
of different farm animals. Especially note
the lie of the land, avoiding the soft wet
places or where there is surface water run-off
from the fields, or draughty places where
prevailing winds blow through. Remember
that many existing gateways in Cornwall
have been there for several thousand years,
serving much smaller fields of which there is
nowadays little or no evidence. They may
seem not to be specially placed today, but

there may be subtle advantages in their siting which are still important though not immediately
apparent.

SETTING GATEPOSTS AND
HANGING GATES

When restoring old or building new
hedges, posts should be installed at new
gateways before the hedge end is built to the
post. Otherwise in digging the hole for the
post, the setting of the grounders is
weakened. Where a big stone is used as a
gatepost, care must be taken to set it deep
enough in the ground. Whenever possible,
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Hedge-end in slate country built with lime mortar to stabilise
gateway opening and make a firm housing for gate fastenings.

Hedge end rounded off into gateway.

Granite gatepost ready to set. Normally about a quarter of the
length should be set into the ground. With a lumpy bottom
end like this, a little less will do.



redundant stone gateposts from hedge
removal in the area should be re-used.
If no suitable stone is available, the best
substitute is a concrete post, which will
last a lifetime even in the Cornish
climate, and with a coat of lichen and
moss it looks in keeping with the
landscape. Roughly cast, lumpy posts of
reinforced concrete imitating the chunky
shapes of natural moor-stone can be
home-made, particularly for field gates,
which look far more in keeping with the
landscape than the neat, square-section
commercially-made posts.

.
The gate should be hung to

swing freely both ways but, in practice,
one way may be more often used, and as
the ordinary wear and tear of every-day farm use soon causes the gate to drop slightly it may
become difficult to use, especially if the ground slopes up on one side. In farmyards, where
special conditions sometimes require cunning positioning, gates really should swing both ways.

The one-way gate may be hung so that it will self-close back on to the shutting post,
overlapping it by about 4" (100mm) and for this hinge hooks should be set 1¼" - 1½" (30 - 40
mm) out of the vertical. Then a flat-topped stone is set into the ground at the foot of the latching

post for the gate to rest on when it is shut. This
allows people to climb over the gate anywhere
along its length without stressing the gate or
posts. Gone are the days when everyone
walking in the countryside knew that a gate
should only be climbed over at the hinge end.

Another stone is set in the ground at a
convenient place to support the fore-end of the
gate when it is standing wide open. This foot
stone is laid so that the gate just clears it but rests
on it when let go. There is always enough play
in the gate hinges for these stones to do their
task in holding the gate open. For stone posts,
the holes for the gate hangings or latching irons
are easier drilled before the hedge end is
finished. Some metal gates are fitted with a
sprung bolt for which a hole is drilled in the
latching post. This hole should always be
extended into a vertical slot to allow for the
natural drop of the gate in time, as otherwise it
soon becomes impossible to lift the gate enough
to get the bolt into the hole. A wooden gate or
an old-fashioned iron gate is best kept shut with
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Massive concrete gateposts mimic the irregular shapes of moor-stone
traditionally used, and give some character to a modern gate. The
rough-cast surface soon grows a moss and lichen community,
blending with stone in the hedges.

Guild of Cornish Hedgers trainees setting a gatepost using
the traditional hedger's tripod.



a hook-in-eye but this does not allow for the gate to
drop unless it is connected to the gate by a short
length of chain. A metal keeper in the nose of the
hook prevents livestock from accidentally lifting it
and opening the gate.

Good gates well hung save many hours of
frustrating extra effort for those using them, and
also prevent injuries of the sprained hand or
dropped-on-toe variety.

HEDGE REMOVAL, GATEWAYS AND FLOODING

The removal of field hedges in recent years has caused huge ruts in fields where run-off
has carried away the topsoil, with serious flooding in some villages and on roads where it had not
happened before, with the evidence of swathes of silt across the roads to show whence the water
came. Hedges have a vital role to play in prevention of flood and erosion. Cornwall's substantial
hedgebanks, whether of Cornish, turf or stone construction, are far more effective than the
English hedgerow in stemming wind-drift of dry soil and the downhill movement of water and
silt across the fields. Where hedges run across the slope, the surface water is held in a series of
long pools behind each of the great bulwarks they form, until it sinks safely into the subsoil. The
placing of gateways can be critical and in the past care was taken to site them so as to avoid

allowing this accumulation of
water to pour through.
Consideration was also given to
placing them at a well-drained
spot to avoid livestock poaching
the ground in wet weather, and
also so that the prevailing wind
did not funnel through.

Stiles were often sited
alongside the gateway, and with
cattle stiles, the most commonly-
built type in field hedges, the
lower treads were usually laid at
ground level and filled in
between, so as to prevent held-
back flood water from coursing
through the stile gap beneath
the treads.
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A fine old iron gate, self-closing against the granite
post, with a traditional hook-and-eye latch.

A sad sight. These fine traditional wrought iron field gates have been sacrificed,
to no avail, in the attempt to prevent cattle from damaging the hedge. This kind
of dereliction has been too commonly seen during the past few decades, as
farming economics have become problematical for the smaller family farm.



LOSS OF GATE AND STILE HERITAGE AND DIVERSITY

It has to be said that tubular gates
visually tend to be clinically unappealing,
though from the modern farmer's point of
view they have their advantages. The
replacement of stone stiles in hedges by
wooden stiles or kissing gates, on the other
hand, has been as unnecessary and
impractical as it is insensitive. They become
unpleasantly and dangerously slimy and
rotten, and unlike stone stiles are painful or
even impossible for less able walkers to
climb. Along with wooden field-gates they
are alien to Cornwall's climate, culture and
landscape, where traditionally gates have
been blacksmith-made of wrought iron, with

gateposts and stiles always of local stone.
The old black iron gates are an inimitable
part of the landscape, often framing the
distant view, with a tangible sense of identity
with Cornwall's industrial past. They stand
up to the climate, over time, far better than
wooden or tubular gates, but many of the
survivors are now suffering from neglect.

With recent agricultural changes and
a radical shift for Cornwall from being a
pre-eminent livestock county to reluctantly
arable, probably three-quarters of our rich
heritage of picturesque craftsman-built gates
and gateways has been lost or is in
dereliction. Increasingly, whole farms are
managed in mono-culture by outside

contractors in two or three seasonal
operations with big tractors and
implements. Internal hedges are
removed, and gateways and hedge
ends in those remaining are
bulldozed out, leaving a wide and
permanent gap for easy passage
around the fields. Main external
gateways are widened, with tubular
metal gates, while any now unused
gateways and old gates that remain
are left neglected to collapse and rust
among the weeds. The creeping,
inexorable demolition of hedge ends
fashioned by individual people with
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Modern tubular gate to a massive moorstone gatepost is lent an
abstract sculptural quality by sunshine and shadow.

On a misty autumn evening, this time-worn old iron gate artistically
complemented the landscape view. It has since been replaced.

Change of land use goes hand-in-hand with hedge and gate
removal. Beef cattle no longer run on this land so the good old
iron gates are left sadly in need of repair.



idiosyncratic local stone, each one different
and every gateway unique, is another un-
recognised modern loss of diversity and
spiritual satisfaction.

CONSERVATION OF GATES

Probably most of our surviving old
gateways still in use are on smallholdings,
where livestock and horses are still kept and
giant implements not required. The old gates
should be preserved, repaired and looked after
with care. Traditionally they were often
tarred, but a good coat of black bitumen paint every few years is the next best thing. Gate-
painting on a fine day is a pleasant pursuit.

It is important for old gates to remain well hung, swinging easily and clear of the ground.
Hinges may need greasing now and again
or raising by the old method of lifting the
gate off its hinges and putting a thick ring
washer or two on the crooks before re-
hanging it. This is usually enough to raise
the fore-foot, keeping it dry and relieving
any drag on the ground. If not, the hinge
crooks may need moving up by re-drilling
the gatepost, or the gate may need
straightening and re-bracing by a
blacksmith if the problem is that it has
sagged out of shape. Because of the long-
lasting qualities of good iron, unless it has
worn and rusted very thin it is worth
rescuing an old gate rather than replacing it
with more modern materials.

There may still be blacksmiths in Cornwall making the traditional gates, though
nowadays this would have to be with available steel. As this naturally soon rusts, these
reproduction gates have to be galvanised, and then painted with bitumen or a good metal stove
paint in the traditional black. Future maintenance then should be little more than for the iron
gate, and their appearance in the landscape is exactly the same.

_____________________

You are welcome to download these papers and photographs for your private use and study. If you
use any of this material in any other way, the copyright holder and the Cornish Hedges Library
must be acknowledged as the source - thank you.
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It is good to see this new gate of galvanised steel made in
traditional style and hung to original granite gateposts.

This black iron gate has been lengthened, an alternative to
putting in a modern gate when the gateway needs to be
widened to allow for larger machinery to pass through.
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